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For over 40 years, Arizona entertainer Brad Zinn has toured all over North America and
entertained from Canada to the Caribbean and from Hollywood’s Magic Castle to The Strip in
Las Vegas. He has worked with such celebrities as; Dick Van Dyke, Lynda Carter (Wonder
Woman), Shirley Jones, Richard Crenna, Harry Anderson, Cliff Robertson, Damon Wayans, Paul
Rodriguez, and many others. He has performed at the world famous London Palladium, and twice
headlined the Red Skelton Performing Arts Center in Vincennes, Indiana, among numerous other
appearances. “Who’s Who in Entertainment” and “International Men of Achievement” lists his
credits in film, stage, radio, and television.
The clean magic comedy of Brad Zinn is sought after by Fortune 500 companies as well as
smaller companies and private individuals for intimate home parties to provide just the right
touch of magic and humor to liven up any gathering. He can customize a comedy magic
presentation, with healthy doses of audience participation, to advance your goals or themes. Brad
is also an accomplished Master of Ceremonies, or Emcee, Auctioneer, and Impressionist. He can
keep your meetings on target, on schedule, focused, and riveting!
Brad Zinn Entertainment Enterprises, Inc. has been supplying live entertainment options to
corporations, hotels, meeting planners, private parties, and fundraisers for over 40 years. We
provide worry-free, interactive, professional entertainers that you can trust to make you a hero to
your clients. To see a more complete list of clients and references, please check
www.bradzinn.net
>All acts are booked “as available” at time of booking. Plan early for best availability!
>All overtime is billed pro-rata.
>Major Holiday weekend events (Halloween to New Year’s) priced slightly higher.

This roster highlights many of the options we offer, but if you need
something you do not see here, please inquire! Our strength is ONE call,
ONE contract, ONE check for all your entertainment needs!

Magical Entertainment

COMEDY MAGIC BANQUET SHOW
Brad Zinn's comedy and magic Banquet Show is a high energy exercise in pure entertainment.
From start to finish, Brad involves the audience in the magic and the laughs. The show's high
point is a tribute to Houdini complete with audience participation, comedy, and an inspirational motivational message delivered with a light touch. Other segments include a hilarious "Handy
Dandy Home Kitchen Veg-e-Magic" demonstration. Various celebrities have participated in this
routine including Damon Wayans, Arizona Cardinals Coach Joe Bugel, as well as many CEO's of
large corporations. The finish to the show revolves around Brad's nostalgic recollections of the
very first magician he ever saw. Brad has many other routines up his sleeve ready to be
customized for your group. Whether it's an Awards Ceremony, Convention Kick-Off, Birthday
Celebration, or Product Introduction, Brad can build a few surprises into the proceedings based
on your needs. How about magically producing your CEO, VP of Sales, Santa Claus, or the
Master of Ceremonies?
The banquet show is appropriate for groups ranging from 25 to 600 people or even more if you
have video screen projection at your event. Shows of this type last from 20 minutes to 75
minutes. Brad Zinn performs magic with one assistant/crew member when necessary. Additional
assistants will add to the base fee for this type of show. Brad Zinn can provide stage backdrop,
sound system, and some lighting if necessary. Staging required to be supplied by client for this
show includes a clear, minimum platform area 16 feet by 16 feet minimum, and a house
microphone. Set-up time for this program: 2-3 hours. Walk-around close-up magic booked with
this show is 1/2 fee. (See below*)
Our employees have not stopped talking about the show...I, personally, have been a Brad Zinn
fan since I first saw his show 7 or 8 years ago. He only gets better! The show is very
sophisticated, professional and totally entertaining from beginning to end. The humor and timing
are perfect! Thanks for making our party a truly memorable occasion! PATRICIA J. O'NEAL,
KURTA CORPORATION

Thank you for a job well done. I understand the C. E. M. A. people loved your performance. You
can't complain with two standing ovations! I'll be giving you a call next time I need a
professional magician! A. J. SAGMAN, PRESIDENT, LAS VEGAS ENTERTAINMENT
SERVICES
WALK-AROUND CLOSE-UP COMEDY MAGIC
Dressed in tuxedo or one of many "theme" costumes (photos on request), Brad performs mind
boggling and funny comedy magic inches away from the eyes of your guests while strolling from
table to table or group to group during social hour, special event, private party, trade show booth,
or at a "hospitality suite." Brad performs sleight-of-hand with various objects, such as cards,
coins and currency, and borrowed (and returned!) articles from various audience members. This
performance is perfect as an ice-breaker, conversation starter, after dinner, or as a prelude to the
banquet show described above. There are no "technical requirements" or set-up time involved.
Brad can reach approximately 50-75 people per hour of performing time. *Walkaround magic
fees are 1/2 price when booking the "Banquet Show" described above.
Thanks for making our hospitality suite the "hit" of the convention. Your contributions were
outstanding...I have had many compliments on the professional manner in which you presented
your magic and your interaction with our customers. GLENN B. CRANE, STROMBERGCARLSON

"THE RIVERBOAT GAMBLER"
Brad performs cons, cheats, and swindles for the amusement of the spectators with cards, coins,
chips, dice, an endless loop of chain and other gambling devices. Attired in "Old West" garb
(photo above), this is the perfect addition to any Western theme party, cowboy steak fry, or 'Old
West' casino night. Brad can perform this special type of fun, comedy, close-up magic while
strolling among the guests, table to table, or group to group, or at a stationary location, such as a
Blackjack table. Once again, there are no special technical requirements or set-up time to be
considered.
Our guests for the evening were physicians and other medical professionals - not the easiest
group to impress. I only wish I could begin to find the proper adjectives to describe the amazing,
delightful, hilarious, thoroughly professional show that we were treated to by Brad Zinn. Brad
tailored his routines and humor to our audience for that extra added little touch of class. The
only problem that you will have using Brad Zinn for your entertainment is figuring out how to top
his show for your next function! Feel free to call me for more information...but be prepared for
an unbelievable amount of adulation. RICK JACOBS, REGIONAL MANAGER, THE SPRING
GROUP

The illusions of Brad Zinn were well received by our guests. His magical tricks amazed us all! He
really related well to our audience and put on a GREAT show! CHRISTINE REEVES, JUNIOR
LEAGUE OF PHOENIX

Body Art

Guests love to get into the party mood by having various forms of “body art” applied by skilled
artisans. Body Art can include;
>Face/Arm Painting with colorful, non-allergenic make-up. The artists supply a varied
numbered of sample designs that guests can choose from. Popular choices include Sports Team
Logos, animal faces, cartoon characters, etc. The make-up can also be “neon,” which glows under
black light. Designs can also be topped off with glitter for a dynamic look. Children and adults
alike enjoy being “painted!”
MORE…

>Henna Tattoos are applied using hypo-allergenic henna paste. Again, guests select from a
number of choices of designs which can be applied to hand, arm, ankle, or foot. After application,
the paste requires about 30 minutes to dry, and then the design lasts for 3-5 days, depending on
the level of care of the tattoo by the guest. Results will vary by individual.
>Temporary Tattoos are pre-printed designs which are “water applied.” Temporary Tattoos can
last 2-5 days, again depending on the level of care taken by the guest. However, they can be
instantly removed with rubbing alcohol if desired. Fees include up to 50 tattoos applied per hour,
per artist.
>Airbrush Tattoos are applied using an airbrush tool and various colors of ink. Guests choose
from a range of options and a stencil is used to create the design. Again, glitter can be added for a
dynamic finish. Airbrush tattoos can last up to a week with proper care. Airbrush tattoos are
extremely popular for those who wish to have an “authentic tattoo” look without the long term
commitment. Airbrush tattoos can also be instantly removed with rubbing alcohol.
Body Art artists can be attired in a number of themes: Non-clown colorful, full clown, Western,
Black on Black, etc. Requirements generally include a table or tables, chairs, an electrical drop,
good lighting, and shade/cooling/heat if outdoors for the comfort of both guests and artists.

Circus Arts

MORE…

Circus Arts have made a comeback! The Circus has been around for hundreds of years
and survived all sorts of changes in popular taste, culture, and eras. The Circus can be
themed in many different ways, including Western, traditional, or modern. Stiltwalkers in
various themed costumes can meet and greet guests both outside (especially if it is a
venue that is difficult to find from the parking area?) and inside the venue. How about a
contortionist, or tight rope walker to amaze your guests?
Or, a Juggler manipulating a myriad of objects, some of which light up or glow in the
dark under appropriate circumstances? A “little person” with a big personality doing
robotic dancing and spinning plates will intrigue your guests. Various other gymnastic
stunts, such as “The Rolling Globe,” or Trampoline Acts, as well as Fire Eating and Fire
Juggling* are available. (*Fire acts are always performed at the performer’s discretion for
safety sake.)
Also available is the Aerial Hoop (not pictured) which features a young lady performing
stunts on a large suspended hoop (rigging required.) Have you ever talked to a “living
mermaid?” And to hold everything together, a Ringmaster can make announcements and
help direct attention to the various attractions.
Some of the acts are interactive, allowing guests to try their hand at performing - safely
of course!
“Stevie” (pictured above) is a Rolling Globe artist that holds the world’s record for
staying on the 48” ball continuously for over 24 hours.
Additionally, a circus backdrop is available to add to the décor and frame the performers.
For a fully staged show utilizing the backdrop, a clear area of 24’ by 24’ is ideal.

Psychic Readers

For many years BZEE, Inc. has been the #1 supplier of Psychic Readers to events in Arizona. Our
readers are very familiar with the Do’s and Don’ts of private readings in a party atmosphere. Our
readers are vetted for friendliness, empathy, and professionalism. Readers can be attired in many
different themes, including but not limited to, Gypsy style, Southwestern, Western, Fire and Ice,
Starry Night Theme, Mardi Gras, Arabian Nights, Formal, and others.
Psychics use a variety of “methods” to give quick, accurate, and positive readings. These formats
can include: Palm, Tarot Cards, Astrology Cards, Tea Leaf Reading, Lip Print Reading,
Face Reading, Numerology, Handwriting Analysis, Crystal Ball, Hydromancy, and
Computerized Astrology* NEW for 2018; Toe readings! (See photo above)

*Computer Astrology priced slightly higher.
Individual or Couples readings require approximately 6 minutes, or about 10-12 people
per hour. Readers require a table, three chairs, adequate light and/or an electrical drop,
and most importantly, they need to be away from loud noise or music in order to
effectively communicate with the guests. If outside, weather is also a consideration, i.e.,
wind, rain, direct sun, heat, cold, for the comfort of both the Readers and Guests! Psychic
Readings are a VERY popular attraction.

Caricaturists

Guests love to have their likeness captured in a cartoon like drawing by a skilled artist as a
takeaway souvenir. For Western themes, a “Wanted Poster” motif can be utilized. Caricaturists
can be attired in various themes, including but not limited to Western, Mardi Gras purple and
gold, or a simple black on black look. Once again, Caricatures are a VERY popular attraction!
Caricatures can be drawn in either Black & White, or Full Color. Guidelines are:
Black & White = 12 to 14 people per hour.
Color = 8 to 10 people per hour.
Requirements include an electrical drop, and three chairs.

Clowns / Mimes

Clowns add a colorful, mirthful atmosphere to almost any event, but are perfect for Carnival
Themes, Circus Themes, company picnics, holiday brunch, or children’s events. Many of our
clowns also have a “Western/Cowboy/Cowgirl” clown look! Clowns can provide face painting
and balloon twisting, and in some cases, a small magic show for the kids, or simple puppetry.
Mimes are perfect for French Themed parties, New York Themes, Party in the Park Themes,
Formal Affairs (as a meet and greet option) or Carnival Themes. Performers can offer additional
skills beyond the expected mime art. In some cases they ride unicycle or juggle, Typical French
Mime attire is also available, or a simple black on black.

Master Balloon Twisting

Master Balloon Twisters are in a class all by themselves. These “master twisters” create the large,
elaborate balloon sculptures that are literally stunning in visual appeal, and breath-taking in their
complexity. Standard designs can be created, or custom pieces can be developed to fit an event or
a theme. These do take hours to construct so advance planning is necessary. Pre-finished work
can be delivered to the venue, but onsite demonstrations are possible - depending on the length of
the event time. Adequate space and lighting need to be provided, along with a 6 ft. banquet table
if a design is being executed on site. (If outside, weather; i.e. wind, rain, and direct sunlight, is
also a consideration.) The photos above are just samples, and by no means complete! If you have
seen a master sculpture on the internet and can provide a photo of it, then we can make it here for
you!

Santa Claus, Mrs. Claus, Elf

Nothing says “the Holidays are here!” like that jolly man in the red suit. Santa can
distribute gifts (provided by the client), take requests from children and adults alike, and
be available for photo opps. Santa can also be accompanied by an elf, and/or Mrs. Claus.
A reading of “The Night Before Christmas” (aka “A Visit From St. Nicholas”) can also
be presented to a group of children by either Santa or Mrs. Claus. Under the right
circumstances, Santa can also be “magically produced” by magician Brad Zinn.

Casino Nights / Poker Tournaments

Blackjack, Craps, Poker (ALL variations!), Roulette, Big 6 Wheel, and other games of
chance, expertly delivered by our competent, knowledgeable, fun and friendly dealers.
Our tables and equipment are very high quality. Slot machines are also available (but
only as part of a “package” of games.)
Casino Nights / Poker Tournaments are proven to be interactive and fun for your guests.
Prizes are optional and to be provided by the client. Prizes can be awarded on the basis of
“highest winner / winners,” or by “live auction,” or by random drawing. We take care of
everything for you so you and your guests can just enjoy the event!
Dealers can be attired in traditional Black & White, or Western, or Hawaiian attire,
depending on the theme of the event. Standard rates apply from January 2nd to November
30th. Holiday pricing slightly higher, please inquire.

Belly Dancers

Dazzling dancing, exciting costumes, and interactive fun! Single, and multiple dancers
available. Music can be played by a live combo, by the event DeeJay, or in many cases,
the dancers can provide a boom box type sound system. Dancers do require breaks in
multiple hour bookings.

Western Characters

For Western Night events, your frontier town needs to be populated with characters from
the Old West. Performers can “meet and greet,” spin a rope, demonstrate some gun
handling, or just be available to interact with guests and for photo opps.
Native American artists are also available for demonstrations and stage presentations.
Arizona is synonymous with “The Old West” literally around the world, thanks to
Hollywood. Give your guests an authentic taste of Arizona with real Western characters!

Emcee / Auctioneer
Announcers / Live Voice Overs

EMCEE / HOST / ANNOUNCER / AUCTIONEER
A skilled master of ceremonies, Brad can offer a blend of humor and magic while keeping the
agenda on schedule. Brad works closely with the event planner or producer in order to achieve
maximum efficiency while keeping the audience awake and prepared to enjoy each new segment
of the production. A good emcee can MAKE your event! Brad can also perform as a corporate
game show host and is adept at "technical jargon." His humor keeps things light and well-paced.
Brad is also an accomplished voice-over artist and can announce your event with ease in a
pleasing, authoritative voice. And in addition, Brad is an experienced auctioneer for casino nights
and charity fundraising events. Brad Zinn was the live voice-over announcer for two years
running for the NBC Television Network Affiliates Meeting in Phoenix. He was requested by
name for the second year! Let BRAD ZINN make you a hero!
Your voice work as the announcer for the 2008 Scottsdale Center for the Arts Center Stage
Awards Celebration was an answer to a prayer. We needed a top-notch professional to give the
evening that WOW factor. And WOW, did we choose right when we chose you. Your professional,
wonderful voice along with your talent, wit and charm truly provided all that was needed and
much, much more. We received so many positive, excited comments about your work that evening
from the audience and back stage. The added bonus is that you are a delight to work with and we
hope that the opportunity comes again soon and often. Thank you, Brad, for sharing your talent
and professionalism and helping us ignite the Center Stage Awards program. BRANDY
HOTCHNER, PATTI HANNON, SCOTTSDALE CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
Thank you so much for your stunning performance as MC at the Sonitrol Banquet. Your
performance was above and beyond what I expected. You obviously took a great deal of time
preparing your script and customizing it to my client. They noticed and were absolutely
thrilled...you can bet I will call you. PAM ABBOTT, DIRECTOR OF SALES, IMAGE
ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Mr. Zinn's performance that evening was "Superb!" Even though he had never met the honoree or
any of the guests beforehand, he immediately captivated not only the attention of the honoree but
the audience as well with his humor and mime - not to mention his magical tricks! He is to be
congratulated for an outstanding performance. The end result was an evening enjoyed by all.
JAN E. MASSAD, EXEC. ASST., SPEEDFAM INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Walkaround Hollywood Icons

Perfect for a Hollywood Theme Night, Oscar Party, or Awards Banquet, invite Groucho Marx,
Humphrey Bogart, Charlie Chaplin, or W.C. Fields to meet and greet, stroll through the audience,
and be available for photo opps. Each character is true to the original star and can easily interact
with your guests. More than one character can be portrayed by Brad Zinn in a multi-hour booking
to add variety to the night.

Speed Painting Artist

Speed Painting has become an extraordinarily popular attraction for corporate events and
fundraisers. Our artist can create a finished canvas of a famous celebrity from the world of music
or sports in approximately eight minutes. The performance always includes a musical soundtrack
to accompany the painting. He can also create a custom portrait of a VIP in the audience given
prep time well in advance. Additionally he can bring a second speed painting artist for an
extremely unique presentation of duel paintings. Performance requires minimum space of
approximately 12’ by 16’ Artist supplies floor tarp and portrait canvas, easel, paint supplies.
Proper lighting and sound is a consideration.

Chalk Artist

Urban art at its best! Chalk artists can create custom logos in chalk to greet guests as they enter,
and then create colorful, eye catching chalk art right before their eyes. Guests can also try their
hand at chalk art with provided chalk. Of course a cement area is necessary and adequate lighting
is needed.
Custom artwork does require some advance planning, so please allow adequate lead time to avoid
disappointment! Artists can create just during the time of the event, or they can arrive some hours
early to complete a design prior to the arrival of guests. It is your choice.
The good news is that chalk is easily cleaned up after the event!

Stargazing Telescopes with Operator/Astronomers

Since humans first looked into the night sky, they have been fascinated with the stars and planets
above. The first humans could only guess at what was “out there,” but the mysteries of the
galaxies are now more accessible since the invention of the telescope. And modern telescopes can
reveal so much more. Combined with a knowledgeable Astronomer, peeking into the cosmos can
be a rewarding experience. Our Astronomers are experienced, friendly, informative, and
personable. Many of them have built their own high powered telescopes, such as the sample
pictured above. Sessions can last from two to three hours, but always on a “weather permitting”
basis. Star gazing is perfect for almost any theme party that includes an outdoor component.

Light-up Futuristic Robot on Stilts

Imagine having a most futuristic, light-up, robot enter your party and mingle with your guests!
The robot is actually an elaborately costumed performer on stilts. The costume lights up, changes
colors and even has a strobe effect. The robot requires a “wrangler” to accompany the robot for
safety purposes and the wrangler actually controls the lighting effects. The robot works 20
minutes “ON” and 20 minutes “OFF.” Minimum two hour booking required. Additionally, a
second robot on stilts is available for even greater impact. Each stilt robot is priced individually.

Party Atmosphere

From dresses that dispense drinks, to table skirts in a variety of themes, to red carpet dresses and
living artwork, you can dress up any event for an added touch of elegance and interactive party
fun! Saloon girls, Living Statues, other “Party Prompters” also available.

Hollywood Make-Up Artist

Our Hollywood credited make-up artist can create elaborate characters for a theme party. He can
also present a demonstration of cinematic make-up techniques for a break-out session or spouse
event. He can use someone from your client group as the model and transform them into a movie
screen zombie, monster, or space alien! Interactive, informative, fun, and a great photo opp for
your guests. Sessions can run from one to two hours, or longer if desired

Miscellaneous Acts / Services
Among others, we can supply Dee Jays, Polynesian Dancers, Musical Acts; Bands, solo
Keyboard, Scriptwriting, Event Consulting, Fund Raising, Celebrity Look-a-likes, event
Photographer, event Videography.

After 40+ years in business, we must be doing something right! Contact
us for a price list. info@bradzinn.net
Brad Zinn Entertainment Enterprises, Inc.
5350 West Bell Road
Suite C 122-439
Glendale, Arizona 85308
Office: 602-841-6507 (24 hour messages)
Fax: 602-439-3454
Brad Cell: 602-316-4833
Brenda Cell: 602-819-0782

